Join the words in English with their correct translation in Spanish:

- Memory stick – memoria portátil
- Screen – pantalla
- Computer – ordenador
- Mouse – ratón
- Printer – impresora
- Scanner – escáner
- Blog – blog
- Send an e-mail – enviar un correo electrónico
- Send a posting to a blog – enviar una entrada a un blog
- Phone – teléfono

Write the following sentences into negative and interrogative:

I phone my friends in the afternoon.
- **NEGATIVE:** I don't phone my friends in the afternoon.
- **INTERROGATIVE:** Do I phone my friends in the afternoon?

My sister likes sending e-mails to her partners at school.
- **NEGATIVE:** My sister doesn’t like sending e-mails to her partners at school.
- **INTERROGATIVE:** Does my sister like sending e-mails to her partners at school?

You have got a memory-stick at home.
- **NEGATIVE:** You haven’t got a memory-stick at home.
- **INTERROGATIVE:** Have you got a memory-stick at home?

His computer has got a big screen.
- **NEGATIVE:** His computer hasn’t got a big screen.
- **INTERROGATIVE:** Has his computer got a big screen?

Your mouse is smaller than mine.
- **NEGATIVE:** Your mouse isn’t smaller than mine.
- **INTERROGATIVE:** Is your mouse smaller than mine?
-Complete these sentences with the correct word from the box:

**Screen – printer – memory-stick – computer – blog – phones**

John likes sending posting to his **blog**.
Her mate stores information from internet in a **memory-stick**.
I have got a modern **computer**. I send sms with it.
She prints her documents with her **printer**.
My computer has got a flat **screen**.
We use our **phones** to call our friends.

**Read the text and answer the questions below:**

Hi my name is Juan, I’m from Málaga in the south of Spain. I have got a lot of partners at school, but my best friends are Julia and Joaquin. They phone me in the afternoons with their mobile phone and sometimes they send me e-mails through the computer. Julia’s computer is really cool! It’s a laptop computer and very modern. Joaquin’s computer is not so new, but it works. I like using the computer a lot. There is a printer in my bedroom, just close to the computer. I don’t like sending posting to my friends’ blogs, I prefer sending them e-mails instead. When our teacher sends us some homework, I like storing the information in my memory-stick and then show the information at school. Students at school love computers and technology. It’s really exciting!

Where is Juan from? Juan is from Málaga in the south of Spain.
What are his friends’ names? His friends’ names are Julia and Joaquin.
Do they use mobile phones? Why? Yes, they do. Because they phone Juan with their mobile phones.
Is Julia’s computer very old? No, it isn’t. It is very modern.
What is a laptop computer? A laptop computer is a portable computer (with an LCD screen).
Who is Joaquin? Joaquin is Juan’s best friend.
Does Juan like using the computer? Yes, he does.
Has Juan got a memory-stick? Yes, he has.
Say if the following statements are true or false:

Juan speaks Spanish. TRUE
Juan doesn’t like computers at all. FALSE
Joaquín’s computer is very old. TRUE
Julia’s computer doesn’t work properly. FALSE
Internet is very exciting. TRUE